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“The Case for Valuing One AuH Token at $50.00”  

 

1 Token, 1 Share, 1 Gram 
 
As the father of the current US Monetary System said, “Gold is money. Everything else is credit.” As 

central banks all around the world know, Gold is without counter-party risk and has been historically 

proven to be the best place to store your purchasing power. This is why all the major countries, around the 

world, are net importers of gold and seek to hold their gold through repatriation. Because if you don't hold 

it, you don't own it. 

 

And they want to hold their own gold because we are no longer facing a financial crisis, like we were in 

2008 and 2009, we are now facing a monetary crisis, which is taking the form of trade wars. Because all 

trade wars are, countries devaluing their currencies so that their exports are cheaper. And exports being 

cheaper is important to manage your trade balances. In short, you need to make a profit from the items 

you sell versus the items you buy so that you can pay off debt or develop your country to make more 

profit. 

 

And as countries make a profit, they are selling their fiat denominated holdings (currencies, treasury 

debts, etc.) and buying gold. Why? Because while they may not make it known to the rest of us, they all 

know what is coming, and they all know what the Chinese learned thousands of years ago, you can't have 

a fiat monetary system, because the temptation to print more currency to keep your power is too tempting 

to rulers and politicians, and they need the handcuffs of the currency being linked to something hard to 

find to keep them more honest through force. 

 

This is why Gold has worked at keeping currencies honest, because it is honest money. 

 

One Gram of Gold is currently worth about $50.00, and One Share of the Enterprise Company is 

projected to be worth at a minimum of $50.00 due to stored and measured Gold on its' balance sheet, and 

the Enterprise Company is allowing you the choice to swap One Token of the Gold Hawgs Crypto-

Currency for One Share of the Enterprise Company. Therefore, we project that one Gold Hawgs token is 

worth at least $50. 
 

So how do we get to a valuation of $50.00 per Share? Here's how: 

 

The Enterprise Company will own gold, title to land and leases which will give it ownership and control 

over: 

 

      -   240,000 Troy Ounces of Geologically Measured Gold Composition (Alaska and Canadian Mines)   

      -   144,000 Troy Ounces of 43-101 Geologically Measured Gold Reserves (Colorado Mine) 

      -   3,225 Troy Ounces of Gold vaulted in a Level 3 Swiss Security Vault 

 

These assets total 387,225 oz or 12,044,053 grams of gold and with approximately 12,000,000 Enterprise 

Company Shares, and with a 1ECS:1AuH swap, there you have it, 1 Gold Hawgs token with a projected 

valued of at least $50 a token and imagine what would happen if gold prices went up!   


